Wind Control Panel – Enclosure

Primus Wind Power is pleased to offer a low cost Wind Control Panel Enclosure for use with AIR wind turbines. The black plastic panel enclosure is easy to install and will create a professional operator station enhancing the beauty and value of your vessel or home installation. It makes wiring a snap while reducing installation costs in the process.

This heavy duty plastic electronics enclosure is made with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). It meets the IP54 standard. This enclosure has an UL 94 HV Flammability rating.

This enclosure comes with a faceplate cut out to meet the requirements for the Wind Control Panel allowing for direct drop-in mounting. Included in the kit also is hardware to mount the Wind Control and faceplate. There are no pre-drilled mounting holes or wire knockouts which allows it to be installed to your requirements. * Some drilling is required.

Dimensions: 6.6" x 4.2" x 2.1"

Part Number: 2-ARAC-106 – WCP Enclosure